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Type-Based Security for Mobile Computing







This paper sketches an idea on how to challenge the three security issues concentrating on code mobility,
by the development of a general theory of types of the π-calculus and the higher-order π-calculus; and how
to apply it for designing secure concurrent and distributed programming languages.
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1 Background
Nowadays the use of mobile code is widespread throughout computing scenes, from
intra-net applications in corporation to migrating code in active network to dy-
namic content in the world-wide web to telephony applications [51,36,43]. One of
the principal beneﬁts of mobile code (as found in Java and CLR) is to allow exten-
sibility [12,50], where a piece of code migrates from a source node to a target node
and gets linked to the run-time environment of the target, to serve its purposes.
Such extensibility leads to rich repertoire of new functionalities, including dynamic,
tightly-coupled use of remote computational resources not restricted by network
bandwidth/latency, multi-media applications where real-time interaction with re-
sources are essential, and incremental software/service addition/update. This open
characteristic of mobile computation poses a new challenge in software safety: the
infrastructure is required to manage security mechanisms by which pieces of code
with diﬀerent origins and functionalities, embodying diﬀerent principals, can safely
interact in the presence of mobility and dynamic linkage. This paper demonstrates
how we can develop basic technologies to solve these security issues concerning
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mobile programs using well-deﬁned mathematical models, namely typed mobile
processes, and applies them to establishment of programming language disciplines
[2,51]. The proposals of this paper are partly related to the main themes of the
author’s EPSRC Advanced Fellowship. In the following, we ﬁrst discuss the main
three issues and how we can achieve its aims.
1.1 Security Issues on Mobile Computation
Let us assume a simple e-commerce mobile agent, acting as a customer, which moves
through diﬀerent sites on the Internet in order to perform commercial transactions.
The agent may be equipped with a buying list and orders on behalf of its owner
as its script (program) and perform complex interactions with virtual shops. It
may also change its behaviour depending on, e.g. prices of goods. Then there are
three major issues arising during the interaction between agents (clients) and shops
(hosts).
• the agent may jeopardise the integrity of the host; for example, the agent may
delete or modify sensitive information such as the sales account of the shop.
• the agent may violate the privacy, or the secrecy of the host; for example, the
agent may transfer credit card numbers stored at the host to the public channels.
• the agent may interfere with the availability, or the liveness [45] of services; for
example, after an initial interaction, the agent may not return the acknowledge-
ment, entering into an inﬁnite loop. Then the host cannot proceed further (this
is one form of the so-called denial of service attacks).
Note, dually, the agents may suﬀer from the same kinds of threats caused by ma-
licious or erroneous hosts. This paper sketches the author’s idea on how to solve
the above three central security issues concentrating on code mobility, by the de-
velopment of a general theory of processes which is directly applicable to practical,
real-life programming languages.
1.2 Type-Based Approach for Security and Current Technical Problems
In the 1990s, most new software was written in languages such as C, C++ and Java,
which all feature varying degrees of static type checking. In current applications,
the main property guaranteed by typing systems is still very simple type soundness:
“well-typed programs do not go wrong”, e.g. do not apply integer if it is typed
as string. Violations of type soundness constitute real security threats, and many
researchers have shown type soundness of subset of C and Java can detect such
threats, e.g. [7,11,33]. However, technically speaking, three security issues, integrity,
privacy of data and liveness, are not easily guaranteed by simple type safety; for
example, in the current security architecture of Java and C#, the basic type checking
is done before execution, but access control is done dynamically in a restricted and
adhoc manner, whose eﬀects are diﬃcult for most programmers to predict and even
to interpret [8]. Against this background, one of the urgent issues which has not
yet been satisfactorily addressed is static, in particular, type-based veriﬁcation of
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mobile code for properties beyond simple type safety.
At the research level, static typing systems in sequential and functional pro-
grams have been used successfully for guaranteeing termination of programs, for
controlling privileges and capabilities (e.g. [41,8]), and for reasoning about infor-
mation ﬂow of programs (e.g. [9]). In this context, one recent successful research
development is a commercial achievement on Proof Carrying Code (PCC) [40,14],
which ensures the safety of mobile code statically. One important point is that
this approach is crucially backed up by semantics and types — Hoare logics as a
speciﬁcation logic and the typed λ-calculus (a variant of Edinburgh Logical Frame-
work (LF) [15]) for representing certiﬁcates of mobile code and for formally checking
untrusted code. This framework opens a wide possibility to use a formal founda-
tion to control code mobility by static checking. On the other hand, the current
version of PCC [14] cannot deal with distribution, concurrent or non-deterministic
programs as transferable code. In fact, there is a lack of formal foundations of typ-
ing, logics and semantics to even express (not to speak of proving) desired security
properties of mobile programs when they include non-determinism, communication,
concurrency and distribution, in contrast to sequential programs. As another ex-
ample, the resource preservation guaranteed by strong normalisation has been one
of the main reasons for SwitchWare Project to develop their typed programming
language for active networks (PLAN) [42] on the basis of a simply typed λ-calculus.
Jif [34] designs a secrecy type discipline for a major subset of Java and studies
its implementation involving possibly untrusted hosts. Currently, incorporation of
concurrency, communication and program distribution has not been considered in
these languages, even though these elements are essential to modern software.
From these observations, we have the following questions:
• can we construct a static typing system beyond simple type safety, extending the
accumulated theories of functional and sequential types to mobile processes?
• can we use types of processes to design secure mobile languages?
• can we apply theories of process calculi for the use of real applications in this
domain?
We seek to give a positive answer to the above questions by demonstrating the
eﬀectiveness of a general semantic theory of typed mobile processes in practice.
The technical programme is built on recent advances in access controls for mo-
bility [59,56,17], secrecy [27,60,22,29] and type theory for liveness and linearity of
communication [4,3,57,30,37,18,54,30,10].
2 A Use of Mobile Processes
Instead of using particular programming languages, the main eﬀorts concentrate
on the π-calculus and its higher-order extension (called HOπ-calculus [44,35,59]).
There are two basic reasons for this. First, the π-calculus can faithfully embed
major programming language constructs using its single communication primitive,
name passing. Moreover, when equipped with basic type structures related to Game
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Semantics [1,32,26], these embeddings can precisely capture the semantics of the
source languages without loss of information. We have obtained the key results in
representability, fully abstract embeddings (which intuitively says no information is
lost when representing programs into the π-calculus) for a wide realm of program-
ming language classes: including PCF [3], the strong normalising λ-calculus with
sum and product types [57], polymorphism [4] and controls [30]. This feature is
particularly useful for secrecy analysis.
Secondly the HOπ-calculus represents the general form of program mobility with
parameterised process passing, which subsumes and generalises program mobility
used in practice. With the type structure introduced in [59,56], it can represent a
variety of safety concerns in real-life computing. The above mentioned faithfulness
in embedding will also extend to the HOπ-calculus.
These observations indicate that, by developing advanced type systems using
these formalisms, we can obtain a general technology which is directly applicable to
a wide range of individual languages, inheriting the accumulated techniques from
both concurrency theory and the study of type disciplines in functional and sequen-
tial languages. Since the early stage of the π-calculus study, researchers developed
a framework in which functions and processes can be reasoned about uniformly. In
particular, embedding is the key: for example, starting from a new encoding of the
λ-calculus in the asynchronous π-calculus, we could formalise a λ-calculus which
can perform the optimal reduction [53]; we established the theory of combinators
of the asynchronous π-calculus [24,25] which can be used to characterise expres-
siveness of mobile processes [55]; and we discovered a fully-abstract call-by-value
Game Semantics via an encoding of the call-by-value λ-calculus into the π-calculus
[26]. Recently from Hennessy-Milner Logic [16] of linearly typed processes [19], we
established Hoare Logic for imperative higher-order functions with general aliasing
[28,5,31], solving an open problem going back 25 years to work of Cartwright-Oppen
and Moriss. This logic can reason program examples which are hard to be veriﬁed
using existing Hoare-like Logics.
3 Type-Based Approaches and Applications
We aim to extend the ﬁne-grained typing system of the HOπ to handle not only
access control but also secrecy and liveness in mobile program, and ﬁnally, use it as
the basis for designing languages of safe mobile systems. The following lists feasi-
bility and recent two applications obtained from type-based approaches.
Access Control: In [59], we proposed a new typing system for the HOπ-calculus
which can ensure access control of resources. In this typing system, processes may
be assigned diﬀerent types depending on their intended use. This is in contrast to
the previous work on types for mobile processes where all processes are typed by a
unique constant type. Further I recently discovered new expressive existential and
dependent types by which the original typability of [59] was signiﬁcantly enlarged
[56]. The resulting ﬁne-grained typing facilitates the management of access rights
and provides host protection from potentially malicious mobile code.
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Liveness: In [57], we proposed a linear typing system which can guarantee strong
normalisation (SN) of the π-calculus. In [60], we also studied its eﬀect to the equa-
tional theory (bisimulation). As a consequence, the type discipline ensures a basic
form of liveness property (cf. [45]) where a designated output action eventually
happens. The formalism is general enough for representing strongly normalising
λ-calculi fully abstractly (which in practice means that non-trivial forms of remote
procedural call can be represented).
Secrecy: In [27,22], we proposed a typing system in which secure information
ﬂow is guaranteed by static type checking. This typing system is used as a tool for
programming language analysis of the secure multi-threaded imperative calculus of
Volpano and Smith [48]. Our result is used by Smith [47] to enlarge typability of
the original imperative language [48].
Applications: The ﬁrst example is to formalise semantics for distributed Java,
precisely capturing RMI and class loading activity in polymorphic distributed ap-
plications [2]. We use the HOπ-calculus for a design of new explicit code mobility
primitives as well as a representation of runtime of distributed objects. Furthermore,
it has been used to verify the correctness of Kelly et al’s implementation for Java
RMI aggregation optimisation [52]. The same idea of the optimisation was made
in the early 1980s by the designers of distributed object-oriented languages, but no
proof of the correctness could be given at that time. A technique of behavioural
equivalences of the π-calculus [23] could be applied to it after 25 years.
The second example is to establish an advanced typing system of a Web Services
language: linear and session types are being adapted to the W3C oﬃcial standard-
isation for a Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [51], for
which the author has been working as an Invited Expert with Robin Milner and
Kohei Honda.
4 Towards an Integrated Framework for Safety of Mo-
bile Code
In order to achieve the goal, we tackle these issues at three diﬀerent levels (base
language, mobility and application). For base language and mobility, we use π-
calculus [38,20] and the higher-order π-calculus [44,35,59]. For the application level,
we use two diﬀerent formalisms: one is a subset of Java [11,33,6], extending distri-
bution [2], and another is a core language for WS-CDL [51]. The generality of the
(HO)π-calculus plays an essential roˆle; the resulting framework is, by instantiation,
applicable to individual practical languages. Concretely, the task is divided into the
following three threads:
(base language level) Establishing an integrated framework of the typing sys-
tems of the π-calculus which can fully abstractly embed various language primi-
tives such as assignment, procedure call, polymorphism, controls and objects. The
framework should in particular capture basic liveness property and is enhanced
by secrecy.
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(mobility level) Developing the basic typing systems of the higher-order π-calculus
(HOπ-calculus) by further extending the typing system for the HOπ-calculus in-
troduced in [59] in order to investigate more advanced access control and location
primitives [17]. We then merge it to ensure secrecy and liveness based on the re-
sults of the base language level, obtaining a powerful typed meta-language for
source code mobility.
(application level) Designing a subset of multi-threaded Java with explicit code
mobility primitive [2] and its typing system which can ensure three security con-
cerns, based on the typing systems developed in the mobility level. We also
design a core set of WS-CDL [51], and extend it to an inclusion of a code mo-
bility primitive. We prove their correctness (safety) via fully abstract translation
into the HOπ-calculus. For the use in the framework of PCC [40,14], we also plan
to construct automatic veriﬁcation tools, based on Hoare Logic for imperative
higher-order functions with general aliasing [28,5,31].
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